
A BIOGRAPHY OF ALFONSO XIII OF SPAIN

Alfonso was born in Madrid on 17 May He was the posthumous son of Alfonso XII of Spain, who had died in November.

However, as he tried to establish an entirely new political system for Spain, economic prosperity remained
unseen and opposition to the dictator began to increase. Five days later he was carried in a solemn court
procession with a golden fleece round his neck and was baptized with water specially brought from the River
Jordan in Palestine. This office used the Spanish diplomatic and military network abroad to intercede for
thousands of POWs â€” transmitting and receiving letters for them, and other services. Early in Alfonso
abdicated in favor of his son Don Juan , and on February 28 he died and was buried in Rome. These were
troubled times for his country. On 12 April, the republican parties won a landslide victory in municipal
elections. A Catalan anarchist tried to assassinate the royal couple with a bomb. Alfonso tried to get his
marriage annulled, but the Pope would not let him because of the number of children that they had together.
The Restoration was a constitutional system of shared sovereignty between the monarchy and parliament.
Alfonso distanced himself from his Queen for transmitting the condition to their sons. Alfonso distanced
himself from his wife for transmitting the condition to their sons. He ruled as a dictator with Alfonso's support
until  However, as opposition to the dictatorship increased and the period of economic wealth remained out of
reach, Primo de Rivera tried to extend his hold on power by appealing to his brother army officers. Alfonso
XIII, King of Spain , who was born after his father's premature death, attained majority status at the age of
sixteen. His capacity for dealing with men was considerable, and he never allowed himself to become the
instrument of any particular party. On May 17, , at the age of 16, Alfonso was crowned king of Spain.
However, things began to change after the birth of their first child, Prince Alfonso of the Asturias. Alfonso
supported the dictator, and during a visit to Italy he introduced Primo as "my Mussolini. In Spain, the radicals
seized power and immediately proclaimed the Second Spanish Republic that became increasingly socialistic
and then communistic until it was effectively a client state of the Soviet Union in all but name. After the
"Disaster of the Annual", Spain's war in the Rif went from bad to worse, and as the Spanish were barely
hanging onto Morocco, support for the abandonistas grew as many people could see no point to the war.
Although his conduct during World War I was irreproachable he observed a scrupulous neutrality and
rendered great service to humanitarian causes , in the postwar period he began to move toward a system of
more personal rule, even seeking a means to rid himself of the legislature. Juan later was the father of Juan
Carlos I.


